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The General Student Senate, Tuesday night,
voted to recommend that the proposed mandatory
Health Fee be kept voluntary, and go to student
referendum; tib support the changing of UMO's
name, and not to support the creation of a
university campus at Lewiston.
Tony Mangione, student government vice-
president, said the results of the voting would be
sent to Gov. Brennan, the state legislature,
President Silverman, and the rest of the UMO
administration.
"It may not mean anything," Mangione said.
"But it will show that student opinion cannot be
jumped
 -The issues-dealing-with changing UMO's name
to the University of Maine and opposing the
building of a Lewiston campds, passed with little
debate.
The Health Fee was strongly debated between
members of the Senate; Thomas Aceto, vice-
president for student affairs; and Dr. George
Wood III, director of Cutler Health Center.
Aceto told the Senate that the idea of
a mandatory fee originated in the university self-
study. The self-study was conducted by the
university to determine areas of problems and
possible improvements within the university,
especially in funding.
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Bumstock '83 was a success (McGuire photo)
Socialist wants draft, and deterrence
By David Walker
Staff Writer
A leading voice in the Democratic Socialists of America who spoke
Wednesday at UMO called for a universal military draft and a new focus
for the U.S. peace movement.
Bogden Denitch, chair of the international affairs committee of the DSA
and a political sociologist from City University of New York, said universal
conscription in the U.S. is the only way to avoid a degenerate military force
recruited from the "slums of the cities and Appalacia."
And the only way America will protest misguided military policies is
when the children of white, middle-class parents are threatened with the
death of their sons overseas, Daiitch said.
"We who are concerned with peace must say we cannot have a mercenary
army. I don't like mercenary armies. They are not consistent with
democracy, and there is nothing worse than-an army recruited from
poverty, squalor and the unemployed."
The peace movement in the U.S. must refine its aims. Though the freeze
campaign has served to sensitize the American public to the imminent
danger of nuclear weapons, Denitch said it would be far less effective than a
test ban, 50 percent cut back of_puclear- weapons or a knockout of specific
weapons.
Most dangerous are the weapons with greatest accuracy. Denitch said it is
those that make a first strike feasible and thus make political leaders of the
world's superpowers that much more likely to "take the other guy out
Access to the computers was the subject of a panel discussion Tuesday.
(Laskey photo)
before he takes out you."
Deterrence is the only rational posture at this stage. Denitch said the
U.S. administration has moved from an arms policy based on mutually
assured destruction (MAD) to a nuclear utilization theory that sees actual
use of nuclear weapons as viable. Denitch said that when MAD became
policy in the sixties, 400 nuclear warheads were recognized by defense
analysts as assuring deterrence. Today the U.S. possesses approltimately
9,000 warheads.
By*Cary Olson
Staff Writer
Friday and Saturday, the
University of Maine's Women's
Center is sponsoring a two-day
conference of women's health
entitled, "Taking Care of
Ourselves: Women's Health Issues
By Maureen Harrington
Staff Writer
Help may be on the way for easing
the overcrowding conditions at the
computer terminals.
Although still in planning stages, an
idea has been brewing to improve
terminal accessibility through the use
personal computers.
The Engineering and 'Science
Computer Committee, which consists
of five UMO faculty members, shared
the idea with about 40 people Tuesday
night in a panel discussion sponsored
by the HUB Engineering Council, a 12
(See SOCIALIST page 3)
and Alternatives." The goals of the
conference are to make people
aware of the health issues facing
women today, the impact of those
issues, and what action women can
take to make their health care
better, said Kathy Holbrook,
coordinator of women in health.
(See HEALTH page 3)
member student group that tackles
problems and informs the public
through open forums.
These five recommendations were
made by the committee to improve
current computer standards!' -
. more faculty training to teach
students newer technology.
. keep up with ever-changing
practices in the professional world.
. one terminal for every 10 students.
.search for funds to buy more
computers and personal computers.
-2
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Women's studies
encouraged at BCC
By Ann T. McGuire
Staff Writer
Maine Campus. Thursday, April 28, 1983.
About fifty UMO and BCC students and faculty members yesterday
discussed methods of integrating new scholarship by and about women
into BCC courses. They were participating in the Women in Curriculum
program's first Curriculum Integration Workshop.
Deborah Pearlman, associate director for training and development of
the Women in Curriculum program said the program is designed to "assist
faculty in either redesigning courses or developing new courses which
include women's perspectives."
Yesterday's workshop featured a panel discussion with seven professors
relating their curriculum integration experiences.
Ruth Nadelhaft, professor of English and a member of the panel said,
-faculty members often don't appear to get support for what they're trying
to do (integrate women's perspectives into their course material). Often
they're aware that they're doing something that is unsettling and even
regarded as unprofessional. So it's important for faculty to have
institutional support; and that's why the Women in Curriculum program is
so important."
The workshop's keynote speaker was Dr. Joanne Clarey, coordinator of
the recently established Women's Studies program at the University of
Southern Maine (USM). She said "Institutions have to look at their own
needs and their own populations andbe creative in their programing. Since
the whole attempt-at—eurriculunt integration is so new, each student,
administrator, and faculty involved becomes a kind of pioneer. They must
dare to take risks, to make mistakes, and dare to take the first steps to new
learning."
She said faculty should be aware of subtle sexism, especially in language
(i.e. always using 'he' in classroom examples). She said when teachers
always refer_ to professionals as *the", "we hear messages unconsciously
and we internalize them."
Joanne Fritsche, director of the Women's Development Program, which
helped to coordinate the Women in Curriculum project said, "The
combination of federal and University support has enabled us to provide
some funding and staff assistance to 39 faculty from UMO and BCC.
"We give grants that range from as small as $200 to as large as $2,000 for
faculty to study scholarship by and about women, to buy books and
materials, to travel to conferences and to bring in outside speakers."
Clarey said, "We need to really reward faculty for daring to learn new
perspectives."
Clarey's program at USM is the only one in Maine, New Hampshire, or
Vermont through which students can mator in women's studies. It was
approved by the University about a month ago.
Clarey said the USM program has "really blossomed beyond what we'd
expected.
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National Direct Student
Loans
Exit Interviews
If for any reason you will notbe returning to UMQ next
fall, and you are or have been the recipient of a National
Direct Student loan_  (i.e._ the loans given as part of your.
financial aid award), you must, attend an NtoSLLexit
interview. . -
The first exit interview session, for last names A through
L, will be held Wednesday evening May 4; the second
session for names M through Z, will be held on Thursday
_evening, May 5. Both sessions will be at 7:30 p.m. in 1(11
English/Math, and will last about one hour.
If you are unable to attend please call
the Loan Department (58 1-1 52 1) and
make other arrangements-to satisfy your
exit interview obligation:  
WM% 91_ __I I -I
od,
Integrating women's perspectives and
topic of small group discussions at a workshop at BCC Wednesday.
(McGuire photo) ---
Pearlman was pleased with the turn-out and the enthusiasm at the
workshop. She said about half the BCC faculty attended. "And the faculty -
who spoke on the panel are pioneers in terms of their willingness as
professionals to redesign their courses and teaching strategies."
works into curriculum was the
SEA not 'Dead'
concert
by Dee Brooks
Staff Writer
Although nearly 5,000 tickets were
sold for last week's Grateful Dead
concert, Student Entertainment and
Activities still lost money.
Patty Collins, co-chairman of the
SEA- •concert committee, said SEA
made $50,369 from ticket sales and the
total cost of the concert was about
$54,579.
Collins said SEA sold 4,526 student
tickets and 393 tickets to the general
public. She said about 50 counterfeit
tickets were confiscated.
Collins said SEA members used a
blacklight to distinguish between the
counterfeit and the real tickets. She
said the real tickets were made of
special paper with wfiting on it that
could only be detected with a
blacklight.
Although SEA lost money on the
concert, it is not in debt. Collins said
about $8,000 •remaitis- in the SEA
budget.
Collins said SEA's inexperience with
hol4ing concerts at Alfond caused
some problems.
"We estimated it would take 1 1/2
hours to get people into Alfond. We
opened the doors at 6 p.m. and the
concert was supposed to start at 7:30
p.m. Only 200 to 300 people came in
from 6 p.m. to 7 p.m. and most people
showed up around 7 p.m.," Collins
said.,
Collins said SEA members
encouraged surrounding dorms to take
pre-cautions, such as locking doors
early, to discourage concert-goers from
wandering in.
Some criticism has circulated around
campus that the band did not attract
more UMO students. Collins said some
people did not recognize the concert-
goers as university students because of
their dress and makeup.
"The UMO people just went and
had fun. They weren't the typical
UMO people that everyone's used to
seeing," she said.
Some concert-goers were happy with
the concert but felt the lines at the
doors were a problem.
Martha Litvinchyk, a concert-goer,
said "I think the situation at the door
stunk but once I was inside it was
great. They made you forget all your
problems."
Another concert-goer, Jon Dox, had
mixed feelings.
"While the concert was good, it
wasn't- that good. Too much of the
music was standard stuff with a bad
sound system. Getting into the concert
was bad too. It took way too long
because of the university's system,"
Dox said.
Andy Rodda, who has been to about
six Grateful Dead concerts, said he
enjoyed the concert.
•
Summer Employment
Murphy's Steak House
Now Hiring: Waiters
Cooks Waitresses
-Timberview Apartments
Just The Place For Your Family in Orono
Reserve a 2 or 3 bedroom apartment for the fall vith
playgrounds, garden spots, and jogging trails. Convenient
to campus. Starting at 
S345.. 
Call for a brochure.
P. I. Realty Management
2 Hammond Street, Bangor
942-4815
An Equal Housing Opportunity
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The competitive relationship between the U.S. and Soviet Union is the
primary force behind the escalating military budget, Denitch said. But he
said the U.S. must learn to clearly define foreign policy objectives, deduce
strategic aims and then decide a rational weapons production policy.
"We do it backwards. Weapons come first, and the more expensive they
are, the more sexy."
It is not the nuclear weapons, however, that make up the bulk of military
wastefulness. Denitch cited the troop carriers of the sixties that cost
$200,000, carried 11 soldiers and was constructed by aluminum—a metal
that burns.
The new troop carriers, Denitch said, cost $2 million each, carry seven
soldiers, are still made of aluminum and were made two inches too wide for
the planes that transport them to the field.
Denitch also cited the Air Force fighter plane, F18 and F16, as over-
loaded with electronic gadgetry, too heavy for optimum maneuverability
and universally disliked by experienced fighter pilots for these reasons. Yet,
he said, the Air Force keeps building them.
 
 • Health
(continued from page 1)
He also labeled the trilaterally controlled (by Army, Navy and Air Force)
U.S. Rapid Deployment Force as ineffective due to the conflicting control.
Denitch estimated $70-90 billion could be slashed from the military
budget with coinciding improvements in quality.
"But don't argue this from a standpoint of economics," he said, "We
can supply a perfectly adequate military force with that amount."
Crucial to the effectiveness of U.S. foreign policy is a non-interventionist
relationship with nations around the world, Denitch said. The Soviet Union
has been fundamentally misunderstood by the Reagan administration. The
assumption that because the Soviet Union supplies arms to third world
nations they will become Soviet satellites is wrong. Denitch said that the
"litany of Soviet victories can be matched by the litany of Soviet defeats.
"The U.S. and the Soviet Union are finding it increasingly difficult to
manage their third-world allies. They (third-world nations) are becoming
increasingly independent. We must say a non-interventionist policy is
necessary because those interventions are just not working."
(continued from page 1) 
On Saturday, 21 workshops will
be held in the Memorial Gym. Some
topics are athletic health, holistic
medicine, nutrition, menopause,
abortion, birth control, rapes,
avoiding unnecessary surgery,
sexually transmitted diseases and
doctor's attitudes toward women.
Registration begins at 9 a.m. The
workshops go from 10:15 a.m.-
11:45 a.m., I p.m.-2:15 p.m., and
2:30 p.m.-3:45 p.m.
Judy Norsigian and Norma
Swenson, two authors of "Our
Bodies, Ourselves," will be
conducting workshops and each will
give a key-note speech on consumer
rights in health care. Norsigian and
Swenson are members of the
National Health Network in
Washington. D.C. Norsigian has
testified in Food and Drug
Administration hearings on
dangerous drugs and practices.
"Our Bodies, Ourselves" is one
of the first books designed to help
women learn about their bodies.
When women have this knowledge,
they are able to question the
doctor's- treatment and knoyi the
alternatives, Holbrook said.. 
"I think it's important people —
know about their bodies so they can
make responsible decisions,"
Holbrook said. "In medical care,
we don't think we have a right io ask
questions."
Jill Robbins, a registered nurse
with a . master's in health care
delivery, will be conducting the
workshops on unnecessary surgery,
doctor's attitueds in the historical
perspective and the role of
professionals in health care.
One controversial topic which Will 
be discussed on Saturday is the birth
control pill. Robbins watched over
100 sessions ,of birth control
counseling and she concluded it was
rare for the woman to be given all
the information on the risks and
alternatives of the pill.
Classifieds
Apartment
Stillwater Village Apartments Nos
Renting For September. 1 and 2 bedroom
units. Heat and Hot water included.
Stove, refrigerator, disposal and landery
facilities. Call 866-2658.
For Sale
1977 Honda Civic. New Valve Job.
Excellent Condition. S1,400-Call 989-
7512.
Job
CRUISE SHIP JOBS! S14-28,000.
Carribean, Hawaii, World. Call for
Guide, Directory, Newsleiter. 1-916-722-
1111 Ext. UMAINEORONO.
Wanted
Mature Person wanted to care for
geriatric elderly woman in home in
exchange for room and kitchen privilages. ...
Contact 942-3520. • •-•
Make your secretary glad
she's your secretary.
Secretaries Week is April 24-30.
Send the FTD Secretaries Week Bouquet
Arranged in an exclusive FTD beverage caddy with
decorative mug. Starting at $12,50
M. A. Clark
46 Main Street
Downtown, Orono
866-4995
,Send your thoughts with special ,
"'Registered trademark Florists Transworld Delivery Associat.on
1983 Florists Transworld Delivery Association
Dr. Rober Kistner of Harvard
School of Medicine said, "If you
tell a woman she might get
headaches-from the pills-she will, I
don't believe it is good medical
practice with any medication to go
through a list of complications."
Ovarian cancer is another
problem facing women. It is the
mcist fatal gynecological malignancy
in the United States. The death rate
has increased almost three times
since 1974. In 1941, 3924 deaths
from this cancer were reported. In
1970. 9,883 deaths were reported.
This year, the American Cancer
Society predicts 11,400 deaths and
---1/3-,60-1Ynew cases of oValiall cancer
will be reported.
Researchers say one cause of
cancer may be talc powder which,
when dusted on the vaginal area
may get deposited on the ovary
stimulating hormones which cause
abnormal changes__in ovarian
tissues.
Holbrook said companies are
making a fortune persuading
women they are dirty and
disgusting by advertising that a
woman needs powders, douches,
and deodorant sanitary products to
be acceptable.
Norsigian, Robbins, and
Swenson, along with 14 other
speakers will speak to people on
these issues to make people more
aware of women's health care
today. Betsy Rose, a political
activist and musician, will appear in
concert at 8 p.m., Friday, in Lengyl
Gym. Tickets at the door are $2.50.
'ESTALIBANT - ENTERTAINMENT CENTER
Super Maine Weekend
THUR Great rock'in show
with
"Patty and the Executives"
FRI Beach Party
with "Randy Hawkes"
- Free Prizes, give aways,
specials-free coupon if you
wear "Summer" look...
SAT Great dancing with
"Handy Hawkes"
- happy hour 3-7
_
_•
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Cocaine: Controlling Maine trafficking isn't easy
By Rob Doscher
Staff Writer
Cocaine was used primarily by
criminals in the 1960s but is now the
status symbol among American drug
users, a Maine State Police officer said
Tuesday.
Capt. Melvin Graves of the Drug
Enforcement Division said the use of
cocaine and other drugs has
skyrocketed during the past decade. In
1972 over 1,000 pounds of cocaine was
seized by U.S. drug enforcement
officials throughout America. This
mushroomed to 5,000 pounds in 1976
and in 1982 officials seized 9,200.
pounds.
in Columbia the exportation of
cocaine and marijuana far exceeds that
of the coffee bean, Columbia's second
largest export. Columbia smuggled an
estimated 44 tons of cocaine valued at
$29 billion into- the U.S. in 1982,"
Graves-said; 
'
Over 300,000 pounds of marijuana
was seized in 1982 from ships and
planes docking or landing in Maine.
Graves said the selling price of
cocaine on the street and at UMO is
usually $100-125 but is only about six
percent pure. That figures out to
$32,000 per pound.
"When cocaine reaches this country
two things happen; its purity goes
down and its cost goes up. Cocaine
reaching America is usually 60-80
percent pure but as it is filtered down
the layers of distribution each dealer
dilutes the cocaine to increase his own
profit," Graves said.
This cutting or diluting process is
what creates the large amount of profit
in cocaine trafficking. "A kilo of 60-80
percent pure cocaine in Columbia
would cost a dealer $4,000-$8,000.
After the dilution process, this kilo
would yield eight kilos or 16 pounds of
six percent cocaine and would bring
over $500,000 on the open market,"
Graves said.
"In Fonda-,' law officers are using
AWAC planes, balloons equiped with
radar statellites to detect drug
smugglers. In Maine, drug enforce-
ment officers have a very close tie with
the military in detecting and pursuing
drug smuggling ships and planes."
Graves said.
Of the 330 Maine State Police
officers, 44 are members of the Drug
Enforcement Division.
Graves said, people hired to
smuggle cocaine into the country are
given an airline ticket and $500-$1,000
from growers for successfully smuggl-
ing the drug into the country. Some
stuff cocaine into their underwear,
lining of their clothes or body cavities.
Others place the drug in plastic
balloons and swallow it. "Forty-eight
people have died in Florida this year
__after_ sw.allowimz_ 'cocaine balloons'.
- - 
-
• Senate 
Aceto said President Silverman asked
the self-study to look at services that
were being paid for through state
appropriations and tuition money, that
instead could be paid for by a direct
fee.
He also said many other schools
already have health fees, and that 70
percent of students here already pay
voluntarily.
"So we're not going from zero to
$60," Aceto said.
Senator Scot Marsters said he was
not opposed to a health fee, but said
fees were covered in the student
government constitution.
•
Marsters said, "This fee won't be
covered by students. If this fee is
assessed to students, I'd like to see
students have direct control over
that."
Wood said visits have increased at
the health center, and that there have
been 32,000 visits from over 6,000
people. He also said a voluntary health
- fee would not cover services over the
-long run. .
"You're going to nibble away the
health services in time," Wood said. "-
Many students argued that students,
who would be forced to pay the fee,
would not use it. especially off-campus
students.
One such smuggler died last week in
Florida when the balloon she
swallowed dissolved from the acid in
her stomach, releasing several ounces
of pure cocaine into her system."
"We are now looking very seriously
at Brunswick Naval Air Station and
Loring Air Force Base where person-
nel travel overseas and bring drugs
back in their luggage," Graves said.
There are several types of drugs
found in Maine. they are; marijuana,
cocaine, hashish. PCP, acid and some
pharmaceuticals. "We do not have
heroin vet but in Boston they are
mixing cocaine with heroin and
sending it up to Maine. Heroin is
cheaper than cocaine but gives a
longer high and snorting it could be
dangerous. We do expect heroin to.:
spread throughout Maine in the near
future, first the use , of and then the
selling_ of the drug, "Graves said.
Graves.spoke in a Dialogue on Rye,
address in the Memorial Union's Coe
Lounge.
(continued from page 1)
"I would not make -the judgment
that off-campus students are any
healthier," Aceto said.
Other senators said the main
problem with the health fee was
students had no say, or choice in
whether or not to pay.
"It has been the choice of the
American people to choose, including
health care," Senator William
Wellman said.
Aceto said the purpose of his
—attendance at the meeting was to gain
student input. He said he was unsure
when, or if the fee would be instituted,
but said it would be President
Silverman's decision.
YOUR As AND Bs COULD
GET YOU INTO O.C.S.
Your Bachelor of Science (BS)
or Bachelor of Arts (BA) degree could
be your ticket into Army Officer
Candidate School (OCS).
Naturally, you have to pass
mental and physical tests. Then com-
plete basic training, and you're on
your way to 0.C.S. at Fort Benning,
Georgia. Fourteen weeks later,
you could be wearing second lieuten-
ant's bar.
It s- not easy. But you'll come
out tough. Sure in your ability to-lead.
You'll be in great shape. And you'll
gain management skills civilian -
corporations look-for.--:—
When you think about your future, O.C.S. seems like a great place
-to start. Look into it with your Army Recruiter.
U S Army Recruiting Station
344 Harlow Street
Bangor, ME 044 0 1
581-1125
ARMY.
BE ALLYOU CAN BE.
air
"It is my intention to come back
before the Senate if President
Silverman decides to have a mandatory
health fee," Aceto said. "This should
be discussed."
The Senate also voted to accept the
1983-84 budget, the total of which
amounts to $268,015.55. The
budgetary process had been taking.._
place over the tail few weeks. Included
in the budget are all student
government boards and committees, as
well as Student Entertainment and
Activities, the Guest Lecture Series,
Off-Campus Board and Senior
Council.
Serietaries'Viek
April 25-29
ICS easy. just seild your
secretary Teleflora's Make-
---Up Mirror Bouquet, A
stylish, two-sided make-up
mirror with a ciintainer full
of colorful fresh flowers.
One quick call to our shop
and we'll deliver your special
gift. Please Call early and
ask for Te le fls Make-Up---
Mirror Bouquet.
Send the Make-Up
Mimi Bouquet
Starting at $15.00
M. A. Clark
46 Main Street
Downtown, Orono
866-4995
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•Computers
.ask UMO to look into bulk
purchasing of computers to decrease
costs.
David Tyler, associate professor of
civil engineering and committee
member, said, "If we move
microcomputers or personal computers
into coursework, faculty, first and
foremost, has to be comfortable with
'them. The direction of computing is
moving out into personal computers.
The 1:10 ratio is just a target number
right now."
Tyler said the cost of such a program
has not been totally analyzed. It is
hoped that industries will contribute
funds in return for students that they
could later hire. He said computers
'
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(continued from page 1) 
could be purchased for about $2,000
each and a network, or interweaving of
all systems, would cost about $4
Million. He also said tuition would
probably increase if the program ever
got off the ground.
Ivar Stockel, chairman of chemical
engineering and committee member,
said he is optimistic about the idea of
personal computing.
"We are in the middle of a transition
between time sharing and distribution
computing. Maine needs to accelerate,
but it's tricky to build something that
won't be quickly outdated. I am
delighted the committee exists and
Dein Clapp is behind us...I would like
to see personal computing become a
natural part of everyday living, like
picking up the telephone," he said.
. Concert at Alfond
highlight-Gann
By Paul Cook
Staff WriTer
The Rick Pinette band, one of
Maine's best-known musical acts, will
appear at Alfond Arena Friday, April
29, as part of Gannett Weekend.
Pinette, the former lead singer of
Oak whose hit "Set the Night on Fire"
reached the Top 40 nationwide, brings
an assortment of selections to UMO
including some from J. Geils and
Loverboy.
Pinette highlights his • on-stage
performance with a magic act. His
gyrations and communication with his
audience make him a favorite of many.
Stan McPherson, president of
Gannett Hall said "We heard Pinette
was. one of the best bands in Maine. It
was a choice between the Dogs and him
and he was available so we grabbed at
the chance."
Tickets are available at the Memorial
Union, Stewart Commons cafeteria
during meal hours and at Alfond the •
night of the show. Admission will be
$3.50 and the dance will last from 8-12.
p.m. Local radio stations WACZ (62
AM) and WGUY (101 FM) are giving
away tickets.
Gannett - Weekend, a yearly
competition between sections in
"UNIVERSITY
CINEMAS STILLWATER AVE.OLD TOWN
DAILY AT 7:30 827-3850
GANDHI
The Man of the Century
The Motion Picture
of a Lifetime.
..........."114011TY DAILYPYTTION'S
THE MEANING 7:00
OF LIFE 9:00
tvrf .04 ..•il
E
Gannett Hall, promotes dormitory
spirit and competitiveness in a fun
way. Events include ultimate frisbee,
table tennis, tug-of-war, softball, pool
and three-man basketball. On
Saturday, an outdoor barbecue will be
held during lunch in the complex quad.
An awards banquet on Sunday will cap
off the weekend.
Nearly 200 residents, or about 85
percent of Gannett's all-male
population, will be participating, said
Gannett Hall Resident Director Davy
Buffum.
The awards banquet will recognize
individuals from Gannett who have
excelled in varsity sports, intramurals,
academics and a number of other
areas. The section champs will also be
crowned at the banquet. Special guests
for the dinner will be Complex
Director Cathe Wood, Gannett
janitors Bob Watson, Bill Conway and
Burrell Mitchell and complex officer
Bill Kennedy.
CUNNINGHAM'S
FLORIST
Stillwater Ave. Old Town
827-7721
Long Stem Roses
$8.99
We deliver and
we have a large
selection of flowers
for corsages. Visit
or call us today.
Busch Bar Bottles $8.50& tax & dep
Seagrams mixers 3 liters-1W* $1.00
PUNCH a`
tax
4111"1"
1/2
 
gallon 100 proof Vodka Serves
1/2
 
gallon orange juice 8 people
1/2 gallon lemonade
2, 1 liter bottles Seagrams Gingerale
2, 1 liter bottles Seagrams Tonic Water
Thanx
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poTAKE A STEP FORWARD AT STANDARD SHOES ise
UNBELIEVABLE VALUE
WIMZEES®
HERE'S JUST FOUR
OF THIRTY STYLES
TO CHOOSE
STYLES IN THIS AD ARE MADE OF
GENUINE LEATHER UPPERS AND
LONG WEARING RUBBER SOLES.
ALE THE ABOVE IN COGNAC LEATHER AND EACH PAIR
FITTED YOU'LL LOVE THEM
STANDARD
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Protestant Worship Services
Thursday: Drummond Chapel
Noon Prayer (15 min.)
Sunday: 6:15 p.m.,
the MCA building
+
The Maine Christian Association
the "A" frame at 67 College Ave.
DeGrasse Jewelers
5 Mill Street
Downtown Orono
New U.M.O. watches by
CARAVELLE with U.M.O. seal oil
dial. Exclusively at DeGrasse
Jewelers.
Id percest Discesat ON Jewelry with
U.M.O.
• • Peptio's• 
jmexican restaurant
.9Visit us at our new
',Close to Campus location at the
o" intersection of College Avenue
• & Stillwater Avenue •TACOSBURIOTOS
• ENCHII ADA!NACHUS
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•
•
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Extraneous Verbiage
TOM BURRALL
EndofanERA ?
A-PFoposed Equal-Rights-Amendmway ill-rough the Maine State Legislature lastweek and will go to referendum in 1984. This
means that the voters of this state will have the
opportunity to add the words, "Equality of rights
under the law shall not be denied or abridged in this
state because of the sex of the individual,7 to the
state constitution. This also means thatthe people of
Maine have the chance to provide a birthright now
denied due to the non-ratification of a national ERA.
Some argue that ERA is unnecessary because other
laws provide protection and guarantee the rights of
both sexes. Indeed, the U.S. Civil Rights Act of 1964
provides not only Women but racial and ethnic
minorities a path to redress grievances of
discrimination. State human rights laws outlaw
discrimination. Even the U.S. Constitution says all
persons have the right to equal protection. But more
is needed. Women need protection from a political
impulse, especially in this age of "new
conservatism." Women need an overall statement
that recognizes and represents the true concept of
equal rights,. •
Even without ERA, great strides toward equality
have been taken. Women are holding jobs that were
previously held only by men. More importantly, the
public's awareness of the fact that people don't have— -
to fit into traditional roles of men and women. Still,
women are paid only 59 cents for each dollar men
earn. There are still few women in the government,
business and other influential positions.
The arguments against ERA range from the
ridiculous to the outrageous. Petty charges that ERA
—
REST
ROOM%
Don't
ridiculous./
ent-eased-its----will-briniaboutunisex bathrooms and a lack of
"chiYalfy" are siWy. Both-men and womenUse the —
same bathroom at home and both are capable of
holding a door for one another. Others feel that E4tA - -•
will lead to a loss of traditional values and bring - —
about a change in the American family. Yet, without
ERA, traditions and values are changing. Most
families need two incomes to get by and there's
nothing wrong with telling children today that they
can grow up to do what they want without social
stigma. It's all right if a little girl wants to be a
firefighter and a little boy wants to be a nurse.
Another important issue is the draft. Many anti-
ERA proponents say they don't want their daughters
in combat. As opposed to what, their sons in
combat? If this country is going to draft, or even
require draft registration, it should include women as
well as men. In Israel, all young people are required
to serve their country for two years and those who
are physically able to fight in battle do so.
The women's movement in this country has
liberated men and women alike. People are moving
closer to the day when they can feel comfotable to be
what they want to be and feel good about it.
Remember, ERA protects both sexes from
discrimination, not just women. Men and women
aren't the same but are equal in their need for
protection, treatment and opportunity.
.1%
S.Tvisk
Let's have it
Dear Once-I-Thought-Future-
Employers:
Why is it that you guys have to beat_
around the bush when it comes time
for you to reject an applicant? I have
88 rejection,.iTh a stack on my desk and
not one plains why I was turned
away after your advertisements said
you had employment. openings.
Obviously,if you did not hire me, 
there must be an explanation asto why
not?
You are all so phony and genuine—
stuffed shirts that you are afraid to lay 
it on the line. Your gripes might just
help me out down the road, but what
do you care, right? If you think my
hair is too long and you don't like my
part, then tell me. You cfon't
flannel shirts and blue jeans, then let
me know. And the paper my resume is
printed on; you don't like? Then say
so. Why can't you be direct and to the
point?
But no. All I get is: "I have reviewed
your background, education and
lAinterests to determine whether there is
a match between them and our
anticipated needs. Unfortunately, it
does not appear that we have such a
match and I cannot offer you any
encouragement about employment
opportunities with my company."
Well, how vague can you be? Was it
my background, education or interests
that couldn't match your needs? Or
was it a combination? Is it that you
don't-ex-federal gpv er pm en t
employees, educated in Maine who like
-to canoe, fish and hike? Let's get to the
point boys.
Some of you whip out a form letter
like this: "After carefully reviewing
your resume, I am sorry to tell you that
at this time I do not feel we can reach a
satisfying match. Please do not feel
that this reflects negatively on your
extraordinarily fine background and
qualifications. 1 will keep your file
open and should a mutually interesting
position become available in the near
future, I will contact you."
quaint. All that extraneous-
verbiage just to say, "No, punk, we
have no job for you."
Of course I didn't want to Work for
your chintzy outfit. I was just getting
some interviewing experience for when
I apply for a real job with a real
company. And besides, I figured it
would be better to waste your time
than someone who represents a really
good company and who has something
rewarding to offer.
You can be assured I will keep your
company's address on file for future---
reference in case there is a
suitable matching— iiiie—rr0- aiment
opening.
Now see how honest I am? It can't
be that hard for you, can it?
Very much not truly yours,
1 have found a real job.
Tom Burrall is a senior forestry
major, minoring in journalizm, from
Geneva, N.Y.
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Today's Weather Report
by Rich Miller
-The latest Weather Report: scattered thunder,
accompanied by brief periods of lightning.
Increasing intensity with rising temperatures,
becoming very hot by album's end.
Procession is the new release by Weather Report,
one of the world's most popular jazz/fusion bands.
The- album features a differentAineup of-musicians
from Weather Report's last three releases—exit
bassist Jaco Pastorius, drummer Peter Erskine and
percussionist Robert Thomas; enter bassist Victor
Bailey, drummer Omar Hakim and percussionist
Jose _Rossy..  The co-founders and backbone of
Weather Report for 13 years, keyboardist Joe
Zawinul and saxophonist Wayne Shorter,
incorporate these new musicians into an exciting
quintet on Procession.
Weather Report is a band accustomed to change;
the lineup of the band changes almost as frequently
as the weather. Zawinul and Shorter from the
nucleus, pooling musicians around them. The list of
previous Weather Report members reads like a
Who's Who in jazz—bassists Mii-oslav Vitous,
Alphonso Johnson and Jaco Pastorius; drummers
Eric Gravett, Chester Thompson, Alex Acuna,
Ishmael Wilburn, Leon "Ndugu" Chancier, Tony
Williams, Steve Gadd, Herschel Dwellingham,
Narada Michael Walden and Peter Erskine, and
percussionists Dom Um Romao, Muruga, Manelo
Badrena, Don Elias, Alyria Lima and Robert
Thomas. Each of these musicians has contributed his
talents to Weather Report's unique fusion style at
one time or another, spanning 13 albums.
•.•
It is the duo of Zawinul and Shorter that provides
the genius and instrumental glue for the band,
however. These two titans of the jazz world hit the
big time playing with Miles Davis in the 1960's ("In
A Silent Way," one of the Davis' finest works, is
actually a Zawinul ,composition). Zawinul is a native
of Vienna, arriving in the United States on
scholarship to the Berkley College of Music. Apart
from Davis, Zawinul has played with Maynard
Ferguson, Yusef Lateef and Cannonball Adderley.
Shorter is a native of Newark, New Jersey, and first
gained attention during a five-year stint with the Art
BlakeN-Cfoup.
Zawinul, 51, and Shorter, 50, each have a musical
philosophy to explain the directions their music has
taken over the years. Za\iiinul: "Everything is related
to everything else.. .The mixing of races and the
mixing of cultures creates the greatest of all
things.. .Just check out the countries from which the
greatest intellectual and artist' giants came. They
have always been from count s where a great
amount of mixing was going oft,.." Shorter: "I
attempt to achieve what you mighV. call a 'naked
sound'--instead of a heavy, solid instru?nentation."
As with previous albums, Procession incorporates
these philosophies beautifully. Four of the *sx tracks
on the album are composed by Zawinul; Shorter and
Hakim cohtribute one composition each.
Side one opens with the title track. Zawinui, a
synthesizer master, lays down an eerie melody as the
song bops along. Bailey contributes a series of
flowing bass lines (sounding quite a lot like his
predecetsor Jac'? Pastorius) as Shorter delicately
punctuates the rhythm and mysterious mood of the
piece.
"Plaza Real" opens with very inventive
synthesizer work by Zawinui. The mood of the song
is playful, but at the same time a bit bizarre.
Shorter's soprano sax soars over the melody and
intricate interplay between Hakim, Bailey and Rossy.
This piece is a good example of the emotion and
subtle shadings Shorter and Zawinul come up with
on their respective instruments. 
Two lines jump out at the listener-as-Baily thunders -
on bass, and, along with Hakim, takes off with the
rhythm of the song. Zawinul is left- to roam the
musical outskirts on the wings, of his synthesizers.
Shorter counters Zawinul's initial solo with a series
of ascending phrases; Zawinul recreates the
articulation of human voices on the synthesizer,
forming a wordless, chanting chorus during the
_
iuiiddle of the cut. - - •
"Where The Moon Goes" opens side two. This
is probably the most ambitious track on the album,
and it features the vocal work of The Manhatten
Transfer. (The Manhatten Transfer, incidentally, has
recorded their own version of "Birdland," a Zawinul
composition from Weather Report's Heavy Weather
album). This marks the first time vocals have
appeared on a Weather Report release since the song
"And Then," from the Mr. Gone album. Maurice
White of Earth, Wind and Fire assisted on that
effort. On "Where The Moon Goes," Bailey plays a
slinky bass line as the Transfer contributes reggae-
tinged vocal accompaniment: "Time and again, over
and over, miles and miles away from you and my
home--And I can feel you're near--Buenos Aires,
London, Melbourne, you're here. Eyes that see me,
see you too, even though they don't know it."
Zawinul lets his fingers and virtuosity run wild,
shifting the mood of the piece from mellow to intense
'and back' again. Rossy adds steel drum work and
Latin percussion as the song parades through to the
coda: "Here's the moral of the story, life is short--
Live it up--CELEBRATE! Anywhere the moon
goes..." "Where The Moon Goes" is an excellent
effort by the band to expand their musical horizons
with the use of vocals, without sacrificing artistic
credibility.
"The Well" is a mysterious, melancholy duet
between Shorter and Zawinul. Shorter's "naked
sound" stands out here--it is stark, delicate, eerie and
hauntingly beautiful. Zawinul accompanies Shorter
on synthesizer, adding subtle shadings of feeling that
don't step on Shorter's fragile work. "Five Short
Stories" from the Talespinnin' album is somewhat
similar to this piece. This is a masterful composition
showcasing the abilities of two of the greatest
musicians around.
Molasses Run picks up the pace behind Bailey's
bass. Hakim wields an acoustic guitar here, which IS
another Weather Report rarity. (Guitarist Ralph--
Towner contributed his talents on an early Weather
Report recording). Shorter waltzes through the piece
with lightning fast fingering on sax as Zawinul,
Rossy, Bailey and Hakim knit the rhythm tightly
together.
Procession is the last chapter in the book of
Weather Report's musical adventures. The mood of
the album varies from quiet to intense; there is
something here for all musical tastes and speeds. By
losing musicians the caliber of Pastorius and Erskine,
one would think the quality of the band would suffer
as a result. But Zawinul and Shorter, as they have
done many times in the past, come up with more than
adequate replacements in the form of Bailey, Hakim
and Rossy. Baily is a particularly good find; he is a
monster of a bassist. If these three new musicians
should choose to leave the band, rest assured
Zawinul and Shorter will find excellent musicians to
fill in the gaps. They've done it before, and
ession proves they're still capable of doing it.
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Inside the life of
• an alcoholic:
One woman reveals
how she beat
alcoholism
by Ed Manzi
Amber is a freshman at UMO. She is a recovering
alcoholic. We have not used her real name upon her
request for privacy.
The story you are about to read is one of hope. It
offers our readers a chance to go inside the life of an
alcoholic with the hope they might learn from her
mistakes. This was Amber's intention by allowing us
to conduct this interview.
Amber is 20 years old. She has lived in Maine most
of her life. She is a plain woman. Dressed in a bulky
sweat shirt, blue jeans and tennis sneakers, one might
describe her as an "unpolished granola."
But, when one talks to Amber, one can sense
something special about her, a glow, warmth, an
exuberant personality. She is candid, proud and
sincere. Amber's beauty comes from within. She has
a tremendous will to survive.
"I was brought up in a family where people used
and abused alcohol," she said. "I started drinking
when I was 11. It was fun. Everybody else I knew was
doing it. Eventually, drinking became a way of
denying my emotions. If I got scared, I drank. If I
got angry, I drank. If it rained, I drank."
Amber quit school in the 10th grade. She was 15.
"I- knew that I was smart, but classes bored me.
My teachers would say, 'if you'd only come to
school, you'd pass.' I would go for the day et
review, then I'd go to school three weeks later, take
the test, and get the best grade.
After dropping out, Amber joined the Kelley
program for alcohol abuse. She joined because of
pressure from friends and family, but she didn't
believe she had a problem.
"People were telling me I was an alcoholic and I
went to meetings and I went to AA meetings and I
heard all these terrible stories about people losing
their families, wives, cars. I said that would never
happen to me. And what they said at AA was, I was a
member of the 'yet' club; 'you've yet to lose these
things."
Amber decided to go to California to sort things
out, but she admits she did it to run from her
problems.
"When I went to California, I hadn't stuck a
needle in my arm, so I wasn't a drug addict. I didn't
drink straight whiskey in the morning. I didn't drink
beer out of a paper bag. I hadn't come close to death,
and I never wanted to kill myself. And so, those
things made me believe I wasn't an alcoholic."
She said her California experiences made her more
aware of her drinking problem. They were probably
the two most painful years of my life, she said." I
became absorbed with the 'drug culture' because I
was in the wrong place at the right time."
"In California, all the things they (AA) told me
were yet to happen, did happen. I ended up sticking
needles in my arm. I started hanging out with bikers.
I started using a lot of drugs and alcohol to deal with
the stress near me.
"Bikers have a unique lifestyle. I saw a lot of
things I didn't want tO see—a few people getting beat
near to death. I shot white crystal speed so I could
drink more. I did a lot of acid. I got to the point
where I didn't want to live, but I didn't want to die
either."
"When you take your weaknesses and turn
them into strengths, that's when you're doing
well."
Amber enlisted in the Air Force. She
figured it would be a quick way to stop drinking and
using drugs. She knew she was running from her
problems again. The pressure became too intense to
handle. After 14 days of basic training she went to a
Counselor and said she was a drug addict. She was
immediately discharged. .
"At that point, I felt really depressed. I thought I
was a failure. I got beat up by a biker really bad one
night. I was scared and alone. I had no one to take
care of me. I wanted to die. So, I tried to commit
suicide. I slit my wrist, but I didn't want to die. I was
just calling out for help. That's why I did it. I woke
someone up and told them I had slit my wrist and
they poured Jack Daniels on it and wrapped it in a
rag. Two days later, I flew back to Maine."
Amber still did not believe she was an alcoholic.
She decided to quit drugs, but she continued to drink
and smoke pot. She got a job working in the woods
with the Young Adult Conservation Corps or as
Amber said, "Young Alcoholics Concentration
Camp." She started to drink alone. Everything was
fine for about eight.months.
"One day I got a call from California. The mother
of the guy I had lived with had died. She was a
beautiful woman, an alcoholic, about 55, but she
looked 40. She was a hard worker—never missed a
day in 30 years."
"She had broken out in a rash. The doctor
misdiagnosed it. He thought it was an allergy and
gave her some pills. About three weeks later, her son
came home and found her all puffed up. Her liver
had failed.
"I was scared. I swore I would never drink again. I
knew I was going to die. They say fear doesn't keep
an alcoholic sober. It's true. That weekend, when I
got my paycheck, I asked a friend if she wanted to
have a few drinks. Two-and-a-half cases of
Budweiser later, I wrapped her car around an oak
tree. We were going 45 miles-per-hour. The ` yets'
had come true again."
For the first time in her life, Amber sought help by
her own initiative. She joined the "Skyward"
program in Rockland. Skyward counsels women who
are alcoholics or who need help dealing with a loved
one who is alcoholic. Progress was slow.
"I still didn't want to stop drinking. It was my best
friend when nobody was there. I could rely on that
bottle. 1 was always there. When I was first trying to
stay sober, I wouldn't have ever said alcohol wits
my best friend. Back then, I didn't believe I had a
serious problem. I didn't believe I worshipped
alcohol."
A few months later, with AA counseling, Amber
started to dry out. After three "dry" months, she
appeared on the "Donahue"program and told her
story. Ambcr applied to UMO and was accepted. She
has not had a drink in 15 months and swears she
never will.
"People think once you've stopped drinking,
you're cured. That's not true. I can never drink
again. People at AA meetings said that when they
were going through the d.t.'s, they saw polar bears
coming out of light sockets. I told them I used to take
acid so I could see polar bears coming out of light
sockets."
Amber said the key to understanding alcoholism is
putting the stereotyped myths behind.
"It's real hard to differentiate between a problem
drinker and an alcoholic. I believe it is not how much
you drink, but how it affects you—how you react—if
you're a different person when you're drunk."
Amber said the only way alcoholics can help
themselves is if they ask for help and want to work at
it.
"When you take your weaknesses and turn them
into strengths, that's when you're doing well. When
you admit you can't do it alone. People have a
strange conception of weakness and strength. It's
beautiful to see the other side. Reaching out for help
is one of the most beautiful things, because
somebody is there to help, and, that's what the world
should be all about."
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Some
truths
about
alcoholism
Alcoholism is a disease which results in a loss of
control over how much a person drinks, or when a
person drinks, or both. "The Disease Concept of
Alcoholism," written by Dr. David Ohlms, outlines
three stages of alcoholism.
(1.) In the early stage, alcoholics drink for relief
from pain, tension, anxiety or depression. Young
people often drink for the "high" as a symbol of
adulthood. They use alcohol to release inhibitions.
Often they gain feelings of invincibility. Most are
classified are problem drinkers, one who experiences
problems because of his/her drinking. Memory
blackoirs are common.
(II.) In the middle stage, the alcoholic loses control
over predictability. He/she cannot control when
he/she drinks. The alcoholic may develop problems
with job, school, marriage, ethical and moral
behavior. He/she may show signs of physical
deterioration, particularly the liver.
(III.) In the late stage, or "chronic" stage, the
alcoholic shows signs of increased physical
deterioration, despair, talk of suicide. He/she is
often isolated socially, may lose his/her job or
family. Without proper treatment, he/she might die,
or be permanently institutionalized.
The American Medical Association estimates there
are over nine million alcoholics in the United States.
Seventy-five percent of all Americans use alcohol (77
percent of all men-60 percent of all women), 68
percent of the adult population.
The AMA said the life expectancy of an alcoholic
is shortened 10 to 12 years. In fire related deaths,
alcohol is involved in 83 percent of all cases. In
drownings, it is involved in 70 percent.
Studies indicate that in up to 65 percent of all
suicide attempts, the individual had been drinking,
and that 35 to 40 percent of all successful suicides are
alcohol related.
Statistics compiled by the National Highway
Safety Commission estimates 50 percent or more of
all death's that occur on the highway are alcohol
related. This means 22,000 persons die each year in
alcohol related crashes, or 400 per week. Also,
alcohol related accidents account for approximately
60 percent of people between the ages of 16 and 24
killed on the road.
Heredity and alcoholism: Is
there a link?
9
A look at common myths
concerning alcohol
Myths Worth Dispelling: Boston College's Guide To
Responsible Drinking
I. Alcohol is not a drug.
This is probably the most common myth about
alcohol. Alcohol is a drug that acts as a depressant on
the central nervous system.
2. Alcohol increases sex drive.
At times alcohol can increase sexually aggressive
behavior because it often releases inhibition. But it,
directly interferes with sexual performance. For
instance, in the male, alcohol interferes with
erection.
3. Most alcoholics are middle aged or older.
According to a 'research team affiliated with the
University of California, ..the highest proportion of -
drinking problems occur with men in their early
twenties.
4. Few women ever' become alcoholics. 
.
About 30 years ago, there were five to six
alcoholic men to every alcoholic woman? Today the -
ratio is about three to one.
Some questions you can ask yourself to determine if
you have a drinking problem: Boston College's
Guide To Responsible Drinking.
I. Do you drink when you are alone?
2. Do you skip classes frequently due to drinking?
3. Do you drink to escape from the pressures of
"academia?"
4. Do your friends and loved ones express concern
about your drinking?
5. Have you gotten into trouble with police or
university officials as a restilt -oT your behavior while
drinking?
If you answered yes to a majority of these
questions, you may have a drinking problem.
Perhaps one of the greatest debates arin-onii----ellmtnarect-through the lungs as carbon dioxide or
researchers is the possibility that alcoholism may be
hereditary. "The Disease Concept of Alcoholism"
says that alcoholism is very likely hereditary.
"Recent research has begun to reveal that
alcoholism may be caused by a chemical reaction in
the brains of alcoholics. Ordinarily, when beverage
alcohol is consumed by a normal, healthy adult, it is
transformed into a toxic substance called
acetaldehyde. Very rapidly, this substance is changed
into acetic acid (vinegar) which is ultimately
through the kidneys as water."
"Subsequent research has confirmed the fact that,
in alcoholics, all the alcohol which is consumed gets
converted into acetaldehyde, but not all the
acetaldehyde becomes acetic acid. Rather a small
percentage gets diverted and unites with a substance
known as dopamine, or Dopa. Through a complex
series or chemical events, this combination of dopa
and the acetaldehyde becomes a substance
called TH/Q. THIQ is a breakdown product of
opium closely related to morphine, and has long been
known to exist in the brains of heroin addicts. It was
immediately theorized that it is the formation of this
substance which leads to the physical addiction of
ethyl alcohol."
"Animal research and studies of twins point fairly
conclusively to the possibility of a genetic component
to the disease of alcoholism. This diversion of
acetaldehyde and the resulting production of THIQ
may be seen as an inborn biochemical defect.
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The Dead: Live at UMO
Photos by Daniel Wood
by Marshall Murphy
The day had a different feeling to it right from the
start. It was one of the few days this semester when
Orono was able to shed the gray cloak that always
seems to cover this school and come through with an
absolutely beautiful day.
You could feel the excitement as the large sound
trucks parked on the hill by the AIfond. It was not
just the sun that brought the frisbees and crowds to
the gym parking lot but the arrival later in the day of
a rock institution; the Grateful Dead.
The Dead refused to let the poor acoustics at the
arena mar their unique sound mixture of rhythm
guitars and lyrics with just a tinge of rebellion. •
The band warmed up and strummed through two
sets that included "Good Lovin" and "U.S. Blues"
and drove the faithful crowd into a frenzy as they
cheered the sound-that is known as the Grateful
Dead.
The consistency of Phil Lesh, the graceful age of
Gerry Garcia and the youthful exhuberance of Bob
Weir put to rest any thoughts of the Grateful Dead
not being a band of continuity within the past years.
Endurance means the power to adapt to change
and still somehow appeal. The Grateful Dead showed
a spirit of endurance and vitality to a following that
while not being brought up with their sound has
come to recognize the band's talent for attracting a
continuous crown that enjoys their brand of music.
•-•-• . 1-
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Roadies relaxing inside the Grateful Dead Bus
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Spring Break: stayhomethisyear
by Tom St. Amand
Needing a movie to rOiew Sunday
night I found my choices slim._ I
could've seen Chuck Norris*, latest
attempt at making a real movie, Lone
Wolf McQuade, but a dislike of movies
without plots held me back. There was
always the new 3-D gimmick, Treasure
of the Four Crowns," but I couldn't
handle the thought of squinting for
two hours. How about -Spring
Break"? We received info and pictures
from the film at the paper, and it might
be humor in the same vein as Fast
Times at Ridgemont High (a film I
quietly admit I liked). Jake a chance
and try it. Maybe I'll like it.
I took the chance and I doubt if I'll
ever take another. Spring Break is a
bad movie that probably would have
fared better had it been releijed as a
televisibn_ act for Florida. I found
nothing in the film worth bragging
about and only strength I didn't know
I hadallowed me to stay for the film's
entirety.
The theme of the movie is the annual
_college spring brialCipenf in Florida
and we are allowed to view the goings
on through the exploits of four
students in Ft. Lauderdale for the first
•• Stu, Nelson, Adam and O.T. have
been thrown together in a room thanks
to an error in bookings at the "Breeze
'n' Seas Hotel". Adam and 0.T. have
saved for two years to go on this trip
and nothing will get in the way of their
having a good time. Nelson and Stu
want to have a good time, but don't
quite know where to start. The ,four
-young men soon become friends and
the story begins.
The owner of the "Breeze 'n' Seas"
4n,re"
Nelson, Adam, Stu mil 0.T. liovinu h r t.••• in Flocido.
is slowly being put out of business by No "name" actors appear in Spring
her shifty brother-in-law. The brother-
i ekn-law* unbnownst to the; owner. _is
trying to get the hotel sondemned so
that a greedy politician may buy it at a
rock-bottom price. The politician turns
out to be Nelson's step-father.
The four boys and their recently-
acquired girlfriends have to help or it
will be curtains for the hotel and its
kindly owner.
What to do? How about catching the
politician in his illegal activity and
threatening to expose him? Naw, that
would be too easy. Well then, how
about a food fight before threatening
to expose him? It might work.
• In less than one minut ou've been
told the entire plot Spring Break.
Stupid, I think, is e word to describe
the film.
I
L&A MAKKET
Riunite $2.39
Lambrusco Bianco Rosato
& tax
Old Milwaukee
$4.10 & tax & dep 12 pack
Coke-Tab
1 liter 
-Sprite
3 $ 1 .00 tax
& dep
& dep._ 3/4 liter
Good for one
free game at
Underground
Games
Limit one
per customer
SAVE 2 . 5 0
(with this coupon)
Take an hour off from your studying and
relax in a Solar Heated Hot Tub. Tubs accom-
modate up to six. Each tub complete with
shower and music of your choice.
MASON HILL
HOT TUBS
778 State St. (at bottom of Hogan Rd.)
Bangor, Maine 04401 Open 11:00 A.m. to 11:00 p.m
995-5466 7 days a week
Limit one coupon per group.
Offer expires May 12, 1983.
Break and it's not hard to understan \
why. Spring Break is a _packaged '
formula film containing bikinis,
—beautiful women and sex: all the bja.itS'
attractive to an adolescent audience.
Hollywood is currently going
through a springtime teeny-bopper
phase that will 921itinue until the
money stops coming in for films aimed
at a high schooler's tastes. .4--
Until_that awaited day we will be hit
wit barrage of mindless films that
ste time, celluloid, and money, and
only succeed in insulting intelligence.
The 3-D film and Chuck Norris
picture mentioned earlier, are good
compared to some of the competition
coming out of Hollywood. Look at the
present offerings: We have My Tutor
to see. It's another young boy's dream
like Private Lessons. And then there's
Private Scit6O1 with some of the same
resses and the same gist of .Fast
-Thiies at Ridgemont High. Spring
Break already has an imitator in Spring
Fever.
Lately it pains me to go through the
the theater listings of movies shown
nearby because I know what I'm likely
to see for titles. All of the above and a
dozen more tacky plots await.
When will the big film companies
return to giving us movies worth
paying to see? When will this string of
pictures for the pre-pubescent end?
Are we doomed to a summer of poor
taste?
If patterns of past years have any
say, I am sorry to predict that we'll see
quite a few bad movies during the
summer break.
IIIMMIk106111M101001116310111;1010010‘51MICSIIIMOKSWIkitill
ORONO HOUSE
OF PIZZA
University Mall Stillwater Av. Orono 8
- Super Coupon Specials
$1.00 off any large pizzal beer wine
soda
good food
nice at 50C off any small pizzamosphere = _
We delivergreat service /P.;04 4313
Call 827-5421 /any arinder\ to campus
111.111.
M A Clark
46 Mein Street
owntown Orono
Roses
$9.99
a dozen
cash & carry
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Response
when
writing...
The Maine Campus welcopes letters to the editorttters should
be 300 words or less anfrmnctude a name and, telephone number.
Anonymous and opevt4etters are welcome, but names will be
withheld from 'cation only under.-special circumstances. The
-Maine Campus reserves the right to edit letters for length, taste and
bc
One dangerous horn
To the Editor: phernalia. Or possibly it was
feared that he would use it to
Oversecurity. Is there any disturb the peace (at a
such thing? I could not believe concert?). Before you know it,
I would ever see it at a Dead shirts will be banned,
Grateful Dead concert, but I— n possifily_wt_sevon't bedid. lin not objecting to t
• allowed to smile anymore.
body search in order to con- What in the heck is the
fiscate any weapons, alcohol problem?
or other drugs. However, a
green horn? That's right, my
friend had his green horn con-
fiscated. Why? It is not a
weapon. It contained no licit
or illicit drugs. Maybe it was
considered to be drug para-
Pete H. Tebbenhoff
Lewiston Hall
P.S. How can I -get the horn
back, we need it for the next
Dead show?
God needs tools
To the Editor:
In response to Miles
Ranger's letter to the editor
(Campus, 4/21/83), I also am
a firm believer in the Bible and
its teachings, and also see God
as the creator of the universe.
But we do not have to be
forced into saying that either
God created it, or that it was
formed by processes.
To say _that galaxies, stars
and solar systems were
formed by processes we are
discovering is not to deny their
creation by God. As a
carpenter uses tools and
directs others in building a
house, God may have used
tools to build His universe.
His saw and hammer may be
the laws that govern the
formation of galaxies and us.
Edward R. Huff
by Berke Breathed-.
Au, OF WHICH RE5(LTE.T,
IN P RENIARKAKY UNANIMOUS
PECI5ION THE MEAL,RW PARTY'S
VKE-PRESIVENTIAL. CAVORT
WAS TO PC
Not gonna take-h-anymore
To the Editor:
When will it stop?
Does the UMO Police De-
partment have nothing better
to do than ticket our cars? It
seems not.
As a residetial student here
at Orono, I have been
subjected to many of these
bothersome $2 fines, fines that
I have repeatedly paid-.-„until
now.
Now marks the end of my
paying these unfair and totally
the wrong zone if enbugh
spaces were provided in my
own. •
At the, beginning of this
semester, I paid $5 so that I
could park by my dorm. Every
time I have used my car since
then, I have lived with the fear
of not finding a place when I
got back. I have often had to
park "out of line" or in "the
wrong zone. The result:
tickets.
The UMOPD's response to
this problem is, "Well, there
are always places at the
unnecessary fines. I refuse to Steam Plant or gym parking
pay $2 because I parked "in lot." Well, I didn't pay $5 to
the -wrong color- zone." park at either of those places. 1
wouldn't have hid to park in --paid to park by my dorm! If I
13
have to park by the plant or
gym, I want my money back!
Perhaps it is too difficult or
painful a concept for this
university to grasp, but the
only fair solution to UMO's
parking dilemma seems to be
free parking for UMO
students, anywhere on
campus. We already pay
enough money to this
institution_for education and
living benefits. Must we
continue to pay "through the
nose" for a priviledge that we
have, in truth, already paid
for? I think not.
Sharon Boutet
  Penobsrot-WaIr
BLOOM COUNTY
Nan, efiNe FOR'n-IE
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Commentary
IT
ictor Hathaway is certainly allowed to
criticize MPAC, I just wish he'd make sure
what he's criticizing. The idea of a -cultural
boycott of artists who have performed in South
Africa is not to ban any specific music, but to ban
any person's appearance from UMO. In other
words, if any artist who hasn't performed in racist
South Africa wants to perform a song done by a
person who has been to South Africa, that would
be consistent with the idea of a cultural boycott.
This is in distinction to censorship or blacklisting,
which are based on a ban of ideas. ,
Of course, one could certainly maintain that
those artists' presence in South Africa was based
on certain ideas. Any legal system (or alnlibst
anything else), however, is similarly based on the
denial of certain liberties to persons w.ho. had the
idea, say, of stealing something --or killing
someone. In this sense, censorship is simply a
matter of where one wants urctraw the- tine. It is
obvious then, that "freedom" is always a relative
term, completely depent ot on the particular
social context. By looking t it in a idealistic way,
divorced from the surrounding social and
economic.context, one can elevate the conceptinto.
an absolute, standing above all of history. ..
Unfortunately, the issue of free speech is often- -
made into a fetish in this way by people concerned
with drawing a simplistic distinction between the
"open" societies of the West and the "closed"
societies of the East. Although it is important to
recognize the opportunities that formal civil
Drawing the line
liberties allow us in this country, as opposed to the
East, we can't stop there. One wonders how deep
the commitment in this country is to the "freedom
for ideas to clash in the open marketplace" when
it has so often violated in the past. Is Hathaway
aware of what the U.S. government has done to
those who have disagreed with it over issues like
World War I, World War II and the Vietnam
War? Even aside from the blatant examples, what
sort of freedom is it to choose from candidates.
who want to spend $300 billion on the military
Midget or $270 billion? By framing the issue in
such a narrow way, the ruling class can effectively
limit discussion in a more effective and sinister
way than overt censorship.
The naive assumption behind all of Hathaway's
for ideas to clash) that all others are based." At
the risk of being labejed-anti-free speech, I would
say that the ability to put food on the table
(basically to survive) is more fundamental than
free speech. Would some of the 10 percent of the
population in this country who are malnourished
wanfro starve To—death knowing they were free to
criticize it? The U.S. government is not so naive.
When it wanted to overthrow Chile's
democratically elected government in 1973, it did
• not do it by initiating a cultural boycott of
entertainers who had appeared in Chile, it
imposed concrete economic sanctions that
crippled the economy and set the stage for a
military coup.
There are many other contradictions in
Steve Gray
American democracy that a fixation on formal
free speech does not allow one to see. For
instance, what kind of freedom do U.S.
corporations promote in Mexico when some of
that country's prime farm land is converted from
subsistence crops for the poor peasants to luxury
strawberry crops for an affluent export market in
the United States and Canada? The question of
how free speech relates to Mexicans who starve to
death as a result of U.S. economic policies is never
asked.
South Africa spends millions of dollars every
year to wage a world-wide propaganda campaign
designed to soften world opinion against them.
Following divestment of funds invested in South
Africa here at Maine, MPAC has been deluged
wjthslick._governtirental promos almost every
week—even a diplomat from their New York of-
fice was sent to see us. The authorities are tougher
on those advocating divestment in South Africa
itself—the penalty can -he death. The cultural
boycott is part of a world-wide campaign to
combat these efforts. Successful -Campaigns- of the
past include the Nestle boycott, which foreed-the--_,
conipany responsible for the deifTris of thousands'
of third-world infants who consumed infected -
baby milk to adopt a health code that regulates
marketing practices. Please support similar efforts
ftSr justice in South Africa by learning more about
the issues involved.
Steve Gray is a junior philosophy major from
East Holden, Maive.
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Sports
Lorenzo Bonier (24) hopes to perform his gridiron rushing magic for the Dallas Cowboys of the National Football League's Eastern Division next fall.
Dallas Cowboys
By Paul Tukey
Staff Writer
Tony Dorsett and Lorenzo
Bouier in the same backfield?
tab Bouier in 12th round
Well, that may be. a long way
from reality, but early
Wednesday morning the Dallas
Cowboys made that combination
Lorenzo Bouier
at least a remote possibility when
they chose Bouier in the 12th
round of the annual NFL draft of
college seniors.
That the man who holds nearly
all the single season and career
rushing records for Maine was
not chosen until the 12th round,
though, became the big story of
one of the most important dav in
Bouier's life.
Many observers, including
Maine head coach Ron
Rogerson, figured Bouier to be
tabbed no later than the eighth
round.
"That's what the big boys
(scouts) were saying when they
came through hert;" Rogerson
said. "Pm surprised.
. "They led us to believe he
would go much sooner. They
spent thousands of dollars
- sending their best people up here
- to see Lorenzo and they sent him
- ------to those mini--camps where- tbey
on y sendlbe—top 100 players in
 the country—he Was one of them.
So I don't know why he went as
late as he did."
Rogerson indicated he would
be contacting various sources in
the next few days to try to
determine the reasons why Bouier
was the 333rd person chosen in
the draft instead of in the top
100-200 range as expected.
UMO Sports Informatio
Specialist Drew Finnie spec ,ted
that Bouier was picke „-i-rer than
expected becausaine is a
Division 1-'school from the
Yankss„clnference instead of a
Divi--sion 1-A school with a better
quality of play and more national
exposure.
Bouier showed no signs of
outward disappointment during
an interview Wednesday
morning. "I'm just happy to get
the chance to play and show what
I can do," he said.
He'll report to' the Cowboy's
training camp May It
Dour Toll -
 of the Dallas
Cowboys - public relations
department said the Cowboys
were "happy that Bouier was still
around in the 12th round."
Toll said the Cowboys used the
draft to fill in other areas of the
'teant and running, backs were not, 
a high-PiiiiiitY;—
Catch all
the spring
sports action
in the Campus
sports section
Tenn
By Bob McPhee
Staff Writer
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Tennis captain sets winning example
By Bob McPhee
Staff Writer
Erik Heitfnann of Swampscott,
Mass., came north to the
University of Maine at Orono to
get out and meet different
people.
"I thought Maine would be a
good place to get an education
because of its great reputation in
engineering," Heitmann said.
"Besides, I met some friendly
people here during my high
school visit."
Heitmann graduated from
Swampscott High School in 1979
after winning the most valuable
player and most improved
awards in varsity tennis. He also
played junior varsity hockey and
two years of varsity soccer until a
back and knee injury forced him
to- tit out his jH'nintI and senior
years.
At UMO, Heitmann was voted
captain of the tennis team by his
teammates for the last two years
for his outstanding leadership on
and off the court.
Last year, Heitmann and
sophomore Mark Smith won the
3rd Flight New England Doubles
Championships held at
Middlebury, Vt.
Coach Brud Folger said
Heitmann is a quiet leader who
Men's
By Rich Garven
Staff Writer
Maine's Ron Chic*w ought
off five match :Wilts in the
second set pet went on to defeat
Colby>rion McMillan 2-6, 7-6,
he helped the Bears avenge
early season loss to the Mules
seven to two in match-play
Tuesday at UMO.
Maine, 3-1, lost to Colby in its
season opener two weeks ago six
to three in match play. The Bears
were swept in singles play at
Colby and were never in the
"\ttiatch. Things were different this
lime-though.
Chicoine, the Bears' number
one player over the last two
years, said all the team could
think of was winning. "We
couldn't think of anything else
(but winning)," Chicoine'said.
"We've never lost to Colby at
leads through example and
desire.
"He has the strongest serve
and volley game on the team,"
Folger, said.
"His big serve, powerful
ground strokes, booming
overhead and crisp forehand
volley shots keep his opponents
deep and give him the ability to
move to the net," Folger said.
Heitmann's goals for this
season include winning the
doubles with Smith again, and
possibly the singles.
"I would like to go out with a
winning season," Heitmann said.
The junior Mechanical
Engineering and Technology
major plans to concentrate on his
studies next year.
"I want to bring up my cume
(grade point average)," he said.
He explained -that ayiav 
matches cause him to miss a lot
of school.
"Practice takes up a lot of time
so I can't put as much time into
my studies as I would like to," he
said.
After UMO, Heitmann would
like to work in technical sales for
_ .
an engineering firm.
"Possibly I will get into design
work later on," he said.
Heitmann has no future tennis
plans except to give private"'
lessons or join a club.
"I will always play tennis for
staying in shape and enjoyment,"
he said.
Tennis captain Erik Heitmann of Swampscott, Mass., works on his power
serve. (Storey photo)
tennis team avenges loss to Colby
&bk.
UMO volleyballers Alvin Lamarre and Jim Favreau take a break in the action
at the fieldhouse this weekend. The Black Bears went on to claim the State
Intercollegiate Volleyball championships. (Lessard photo)
home in my three years and we
didn't want to ruin that."
McMillan won the first set and
jumped out to a 4-1 lead in the
second as he tried to crash the
Beals' party. He was near perfect
and had Chicoine all over the
court running down shots.
At this point, with McMillan
seeming --to-tirer-Chicoine woke —
up and won five of the next seven
sets to even things at 6-6. A--
tiebreaker would be played, the
first to seven points, win by two,
takes the set.
McMillan jumped out to a 5-2
_ lead, but fell apart as Chicoine
allied to win the tiebreaker 9-7
and the set 7-6. Chicoine cruised
in the third set as he had complete
control of his game and won 6-3.
Chicoine said he was lucky to
win after being down so much.
"He (McMillan) just wasn't
"1011,11
getting the ball over the net all of
a sudden after never missing a
shot up to that point (3-6)."
Other winners for Maine in
singles play were Mark Smith (6-
4, 7-6), Matts Hanson(6-3, 6-3)
and Erik Heitmann(6-1, 6-7, 6-1).
Just •as they did in the first
meeting between the two teams,
the Bears swept doubles play.
Chicoine and Doug Aghoin,
Heitmann and- Smith, and Rob
Nigro and John Diaz all swept in
straight sets.
Heitmann and Smith, who
have played together for two
years now, have won 15 of their
16 matches. They are 4-0 this
season.
The New England
championships will be held this
weekend -in--Springfield,-- MA. 
   
There are 28 teams entered in the
tournament.
Golfers aim for state title
By Paul Tukey
'Stiff Writer
The UMO golf team will be out
to end Husson College's
domination of the Maine State
Intercollegiate Golf
Championship Friday 4 the
Cape Arundel Golf Course in
Arundel, Me.
Husson has won the
championship every year since it
first_ was  played in 1974, and
defeated the Black Bears by eight
shots (316-324) in, last year's
event. But defending that title
will be a difficult chore for the
Braves this year as they have lost
their top fin,ir players from last
year's squad and could finish no
— -better than eighthn last fall's
Bowdoin Invitational.
%The Black Bears-, 11`Owever,
finished 29-6 last fall with a
second place finish—In the
Bowdoin Invitational (two shots
belittid Salem State) and a fifth
place finish in the 25 team ECAC
North Regional. Of the nine
Maine college squads, Husson
waslhe only team to come within
20 shots of the Black Bears (309-
327 at Penobscot Valley Country
Club) in dual meets.
Maine will be led by Keith
Patterson, Steve Bullard, Scott
Mangiafico, Bob Fernald and
Phil Sheridan. Sheridan repines
regular starter Bruce Hegland,
who will miss the tournativent
because of a bruised elbow.
Last fall Bullard shot a five-
over-par 77 at Essex Country
Club in Gloucester,, Mass., for a
fifth place finish that qualified
him  for the ECAC 
Championship at Yale
University. Patterson tied for
third individually with Hegland
at 156 in the two day Bowdoin
tournament, and Patterson and
Bullard teamed up to shoot 67
for a third place finish in the 144
team two-man best ball Pleasant
Hill Dairy Classic last August at
Hermon Meadow Golf Course.
The tournament had been
-threatened by the recent
rainstorms which showered the
state, but clearing weather is
expected to make the course
playable by Friday. Each team
will send five players to the event
with the top four scores over the
par-70 course counting toward
the overall team total.
J.
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EDITOR IRENE K. von HoFFINANN
Vol. III, Issue 27
Taking Care of Ourselves
Women's Health
The primary purpose of this
symposium is to inform women about
issues in health care delivery and to
suggest alternatives to the present
health care system, both available
alternatives and future possibilities.
Betsy Rose in Concert
Lengyl Gym, $2.50
Saturday-9 a.m. ---
Registration- Memorial Union
WORKSHOPS- Memorial Union
FREE
10:15-11:45
Athletic Health; Menopause;
Substance Abuse: Its Impact on
Women; Midwifery; Medical Biases
in Childbirth; Avoiding Unnecessary
Surgery; Avoiding the Road to
Domestic Violence
1:00-2:15
Holistic Medicine; Abortion Today;
Consumer Rights in Medical Care;
Natural Childbirth; Everyday
Mental Health; History of Doctor's
Attitudes Toward Women;
Therapeutic Massage
2:30-3:45
Coping with-Premenstrual Pain;
Nutrition; Birth Control: An Update
Rape: The Violence and the
Aftermath; Sexually Transmitted -
Diseases; The Role of the
Professional in Health Care; Herbs
and Healing
Saturday, 7:30 p.m.
137 Bennett Hall, Free Admission
GUEST LECTURERS
Judy Norsigian & Norma Swenson,
Boston Health Collective, Authors
of Our Bodies, Ourselves
Free Solidarity
Film Series
Tonight, 7 p.m.
140 Little Hall
CUT & RUN
American Film Festival finalist in
which Maine film maker Richard
Searles portrays critical problems of
work in the Maine Woods, primarily
from the perspective of Maine
Workers. Nature of the work, beauty
of the Maine woods, health and safety
issues, role of corporations, Canadian
labor, self-image of workers, clear
cutting--all of this and more are
dramatically filmed.
Thursday, May 5
140 Little Hall
MODERN TIMES
Classic Charlie Chaplin film about
the horrors of factory work during the
Great Depression.
Stodder
honors
Seniors
Stodder is honoring its graduates
this week. On Monday, Seniors wore
carnations all day and could so in front
of the cafeteria line. They also received
a surprise from their "Buddy".
Tuesday was Dorm Day where each
hall planned something special for
their seniors. Yesterday a Senior
Softball Game was-iefieduled and then
Seniors were transported by limousines
to Senior Night at the Oronoka.
Today is the Banquet and Reception
which includes a guest speaker, Senior
Superlative Awards and Class
Prophecy. The "Class Prophecy",
"Class Will" and "Senior
Superlatives" will be announced
tomorrow.
Sexuality
P.S....ASK US!
by Carol Godfrey and Wendy Cole
Homosexuality is very similar to
heterosexuality. As Simone De
Beauvoir says, "the ideal person
should be capable of loving a woman
or a man without feeling fear, restraint
or obligation.
As you've probably heard, there is
currently a bill in the Maine State
Legislature that would aid the terms
"Sexual or Affectional Orientation"
to the Maine Human Rights Act. This
bill would extend the protections of the
Maine Human Rights Act to everyone,
regardless of their "sexual or
affectional orientation". The bill
would guarantee that sex, age, race,
religion, national origin, marital
status, handicap, and sexual or
affectional orientation could not be
used as a reason to discriminate against
any Maine citizen.
Why should you support this bill?
The  objections to give gay men and
:lesbians legal rights have Iirgilibeen
stereotypical misunderstandings of
what homosexual people are like. The
typical gay male is depicted as being a
limp wristed, effeminate, lisping sex
manic. The typical lesbian caricature is
no better. Contrary to popuar myth,
gay people are not child molesters.
Thomas F. Coleman said in his article,
"Sex and the Law" (The Humanist,
March/April 1978, p. 41),
"Spokesmen cited findings from
scientific studies that indicate that the
vast majority of adult homosexuals
have no more special interest in sexual
contact with young boys and girls than
do most heterosexual adults; that
homosexuality is not a "disease" like
measles that can be "caught" by
Thanks and
Congratulations
April 21st at the Ram's Horn was the
scene of the final Dorm-of-the-Month
Program for this semester. Everyone
participated by bringing something-to—
eat which made for a very fine lunch
that day. The luncheon was at 11:30
a.m. followed by the awards
presentation.
Great appreciation again goes out to
York Commons Staff for helping make
the occasion successful. In addition to
providing a lovely cake (imaginatively
decorated), Tina Giles, the Food
Service Manager, supplied all the
plates, dinnerware, napkins, punch
bowl, ladels and kept all the food
appropraitely warm Or cold
throughout the morning.
Donald Mitchell representing
Aroostook Hall recieved the plaque
without
innocent children; that, in fact,
contrary to widespread beliefs the
overwhelming majority of child
molestation cases do not involve
homosexuals but heterosexual
offenders". Clearly, there is nothing
wrong with being gay.
Are there any other reasons to
support this bill? The purpose of the
Maine Human Rights Act is to
guarantee all the people of Maine fair
access to housing, public
accommodation, credit and a means of
making a living. Right now, it is
perfectly legal for a landlord, credit
agency, or a potential employer to
deny a man or woman equal standing
because she or he is gay. This bill
would protect all people, homosexual
and heterosexual.
Best estimates are that over 100,000
Maine people are gay. To understand
homosexuality, you have to realize that
the potential for homosexual feelings
exist _in all of us. Homosexual and
heterosexual feelings are on a
continuum.-Tf's -hard to define where
homosexuality ends and
heterosexuality begins, or vice versa.
If this bill is passed, it could
potentially make life better for so
many people. If this bill is defeated,
then discrimination will remain legal.
How would you feel if it was your
frien"el or member of your family who
was being discriminated against. We
recognize that discrimination based on
age, sex or race u wrong, and have
legislation to protect people from it.
How can this bill that will prohibit
discrimination be any different from
the others we've already enacted?
Doesn't rationale that acknowledges
the injustice of racial or sexual
discrimination apply to gay rights too?
and congratulations for having again
become Dorm-of-the-Month recipient.
Appreciation also goes out to Craig
Turner and Terry Craig for sharing
their musical talent with us. Craig
Turner is the R.D. at Chadbourne Hall
and Terry Craig is the janitor there.
Their twin guitar and vocal
arrangements are very pleasing to listen
to. Congratulations are really in order
to all the staff for having maintained a
wholesome and _cleap living
environment. everywhere in the York
Complex.
JOIN THE CANOE TREK
FOR LIFE & BREATH
Share an unforgettable journey
down the West Branch of the
Penobscot River July 22-24. No
experience necessary. Canoes, food,
equipment and guides provided.
Participants pay only a small
registration fee and raise pledges for
the MAINE LUNG ASSOCIATION.
Information session, May 3, 7-9 p.m.
at Penobscot Valley Health Center,
160 Broadway, Bangor, or call Rick
Johnston, 622-6394.
restraint?
If you want to help an oppressed
minority group gain equal opportunity
in the eyes of the law, there's
something you can do to help. As of
April 15, as many as 50 state legislators
were reported as "UNDECIDED"
about the human rights bill. Among
those state representatives who were
undecided were:
Rep. John C. Bott- 61 North Main
St.,, Orono
Rep. Stephen M. Bost- 43 Pine
Street, Orono
Rep. John C. Cashman- 135 Prentiss
Street, Old Town
Rep. Eugene Paradis- Box 273,
Stillwater
Rep. Mary-Ellen Maybory- 1115
North Main St., Brewer
Rep.Ralph M. Willey- M.R.C., '
Stoney Brook Road, Bangor
Senator Michael B. Pearson- Box 454,
Old Town
if you want to help this bill to pass, by
all means give your representatives and
senators-a call or write to them and
urge them 16 give their support to this
bill.
Also, a GAY-STRAIGHT
ALLIANCE is being planned for next
semester. The main purpose of this
alliance will be ..to. promote an
awareness of issues concerning
homosexuality and to foster an
understanding between gays and
straights in our community.
If you want more information, or
would like to get involved and offer
some suggestions about a Gay-Staight
Alliance, you can contact us by
writing:
Wilde Stein Club
Gay-Straight Alliance
Memorial Union
P.S Ask Us!
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